
Torsion®

Task Seating
flex comfort | simple function | small scale



Task Stools
W 26", 26-1/2", D 25", H 36-1/2" to 47"
Seat:  W 18", D 18", H 19-3/4" to 30-1/4"
Back: W 17-7/8", H 16”
COM ydg seat and back: 3/4

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.
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Learn more about 
Torsion Task Seating

Torsion® Task Chair
Comfortable and lightweight,
Torsion is the ideal choice for task
chair mobility.

Comfort
Torsion’s patented mechanism
provides extraordinary comfort by
gradually increasing resistance over
the full 12 degrees of back flex. The
contoured waterfall seat, lumbar
support and pneumatic seat-height
adjustment increase sitting ease for
extended lengths of time.

Design
Designed by Giancarlo Piretti,
Torsion task chairs are lightweight
and small in scale, allowing for quick,
easy movement and high seating
density. Clean lines and design
continuity (with Torsion stack chairs
and tandem seating) make them
compatible with any setting. They
are the ideal solution for learning and
collaborative environments.

Simplicity
Easy to use Torsion task chairs keep
it simple. Seat height adjusts
pneumatically from 16" to 21". The
back flex is passively ergonomic
(automatically adjusts) and the seat
swivels. It couldn't be simpler.

Versatile task comfort.
From healthcare to education to business, Torsion task chairs and stools adapt to any environment.
Available in arm or armless versions, in poly (for hard-use environments) or upholstered.

Specifications:

Task Chairs
W 24", 26-1/2", D 24", H 31-3/4" to 36-3/4"
Seat: W 18", D 18", H 16" to 21"
Back: W 17-7/8", H 16"
COM ydg seat and back: 3/4


